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PREFACE

Why can't we know the truth about Life in this Solar System?
Why are our children taught myths and fables by the Scientific
Community?
As a digital image technician and trainer, I was educated and trained to see
Skew (degrees off-center), Scale irregularities, extreme Contrast and
inverted Contrast problems, false hues, identify poor resolution and lack of
image focus. I utilize free GIMP image processing software; nothing
professional, nothing fancy. All these problems exist and occur in NASA
and publicly-shared photography--unregulated, uncorrected, unexplored
and unexplained. Why defective photos exist in their presentation and
every photo's defects differ from every other photo's defects, are questions
unresponded to by NASA for the past four years
Here's hoping these photographs and technical strategies applied to explain
the data will offer some resolve to the issue and necessity of Disclosure--by
our Government--affirming that Mars is completely settled and inhabited,
and that NASA has known this for decades.
According to NASA's copyright policy, anyone has every right to question
photos they obtain. I've studied about 3000 NASA photos, and these are
some of the most telling. However, Disclosure is unlikely. At NASA all
fundamentals of space travel and space exploration are currently under the
2,000 page manual, unavailable to the general public. Article 2.45 states
"No man or woman from this organization shall refer any matters of
unknown anomalies to any public source. Any intention to do so shall result
with immediate termination and prosecution to the full extent of the law."
~*~ Emily Cragg ~*~
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INTRODUCTION
Hi there! My name is Emily Cragg, and I want to tell you my story, how I got interested
in Mars photos and Moon photos and Planet photographs. None of my re-renderings has been
copyrighted because I believe digital imaging processsing is an art form--not an exact science.
My journey began in early 2008 when I saw a media publicity stunt in which a distant and
tiny figure in a Mars panorama of Ultreya's West Valley circulated the net with all sorts of
speculations about what it might be.

... and as it turns out, it appears to be a statue of a lady in a long dress throwing a rock at a large
advancing snake, to save her child in its way! Wow! It's drama! I was hooked, because
DRAMA does not occur on a dead planet, desolate though it may appear at first. So I began
rooting around in NASA databases, looking at the working histories of Rovers Opportunity and
Spirit, in 2004. And where Opportunity began was at the ridge of Meridian (as we have named
it), so that is where I shall begin our tour once we settle a few things.
Since I have zero interest in artifacts, broken and abandoned equipment or monsters in
the minds of hoaxsters, either I find human figures and forms or I have failed in my mission.
My "Moon Book: Lunar Topography" was relatively simple to prepare because Google
Moon and Henning Kemner are excellent sources of good photos; but Mars is different. Google
Mars is difficult to interpret, topsy-turvy, with unnamed locations unsearchable and overlapping
data, a puzzle palace. So with only Rover and occasional satellite fly-by data to go with, what I
discovered is problematical. What is known for certain is that Mars used to have oceans; but
somehow they got ripped away so now, the planet is very very dry, Mars' seasons being six
months' long drag out the dryness so it desiccates the people and the land. Few species can
remain; but snakes being predators survive it.
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1. NASA ORIENTATION MAP 1-- I don't recognize these placenames, and one can't discern
desert from floodplain from this map.

I find, in the lower re-rendering of the map, grey scale & increased contrast, little clarity.
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Mars has a blue sky. This is a NASA photo of a sunset there.
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RIGHT SIDE
FRONT FACE
As we see from this second map, the center front is at 360 degrees, and the central location is
Meridian. This is as close to a central FACE PHOTO as I can find lurking around the internet.
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LEFT SIDE

BACK SIDE

None of these MAP names correspond to Rover place names like: Victoria Crater, Cape Verde,
Ultreya Plateau & Homeplate, etc.--the names we find in Rover Spirit and Opportunity
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photographs. But we can see some geometric shapes that correspond to civil architecture.
Sit back and look closely at the "green" floodplain area which Rover Opportunity surveyed in
great detail for so many years. Beginning at "Meridian" (360 degrees at the Equator), the Rover
went from crater to crater in the green area.
Next, Source photo is the thumbnail to the upper left. Tell me now: Does a horizon stretch
north-south or does it stretch east-west? North-south. So source photo is 90 degrees off (as
presented) because the horizon was shown as horizontal, nor correctly, as vertical. This photo is
of the dry backside of Mars, but not specified as to location.

Next, part of the image was shaved off with a straight line (at 2 o'clock). See? Round holes
penetrating into the ground can be seen. Is Mars hollow? Could be, I guess.
Human forms are visible on the surface of the sphere in the grey areas, so how likely is it that
Mars is hundreds or thousands of miles in diameter? How about, zero chance (same as on our
Moon)?
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Mars' year is twice as long as ours here on Terra; but they do have seasons. The largest
part of the upper greenplane is before us at front center IN SUMMER, and we're viewing a
diagonal shot of the left front. This lake you see is seasonal; it dries up in the lengthy very dry fall
season; the South Pole never dries up completely; but the water there is very dirty.

I am sorry that all the photographs could not reach clarity; a few remained awful, a few gained
real beauty, but most photos at 72 pixels per inch are still very unfocused, blurred.
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In winter, it's a nearly white scene due to heavy sno; so it's white and not red at all.
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And again, Again, massing figures are visible in the cleft.

That North Pole Cleft is not exactly center front, but rather at 60 degrees to the left of center.
See map. Also, it appears to me that Mars, like our Moon, is slightly oblate, not really round.
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Military lookout station.-- Toward the right side of Center front, I have Hubble 1 and Hubble 2.
Notice the "eye" in a triangle in each case.

Two more photos of that base, but close up looking right into the eye slit, which is manned.
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UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL

Mars' "North Pole" is portrayed by NASA and ESA as merely a swirl of ice in a flat crater.
Nothing could be further from the Truth. It's a building that looks to the naked eye very much
like a Big Mac hamburger or even a Lady's hat.
It's so difficult to realize what a photograph IS when you have no idea what to expect. In this
case, I remained with the "lady's hat" hypothesis just a little too long.
The FACT is, this structure can even be seen from a distance, and it's usually surrounded by
human figures, in dark apparel on duty, in snow and in vegetation, depending upon the season.
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And every single photo shows, the North Pole of Mars is a white roof on a structure that's
octagonal in shape.
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We are subject to the information we receive from official sources. When Officials have an
agenda other than telling us the truth, our personal situations becomes more complex.
No family or enterprise can plan without knowing what is true. When truth is hidden from all
but a few elite bureaucrats and favored elites, then civil planning itself fails.
But we are further hampered because our children's textbooks are filled with dysinfo and misinfo
based on political priorities. The physical presence of ETs on our planets is denied, Life in the
larger solar system is denied, interactions between corporate [so-called] governments and
sovereign ETs is denied; yet we hear of abductions, we hear of visitations, we hear of relations.
From the ground it looks so hopeless, one tragedy and coverup after another; yet the real failure
is ours, for not perceiving the corruption of our corporate and ersatz government leadership.
Our paths are blocked, to adapt to change. Our children are blocked, to learn what is real and
true. Our associations are blocked by arguing over gnats, and our media are blocked by
swallowing camels.
What will become of humanity? We are deceived, done and failed as an emerging civil society.
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PHOENIX LANDER

Mars and every
other planet and
moon receives water
in space as it travels
top-side, face-forward
in its corkscrew orbit
around Old Sol, our
Sun. Water from
space dumps on every
North Pole, and this is
how Asteroids and
Moons get sprinkled
as well.
So, since vegetation is sparse here,
this is not the North
Pole at all; probably
the South.
Now the Phoenix
Lander was stationary; it didn't move.
But somehow it sent
back photographs of
some very diverse
environments including a forest (not
shown), a kids water
park with carousel, a
billboard and what
looks like another
moving ride of some
sort as in Disneyland.
And I kid you not.
I jiggle, squish and
stretch the photo, to
get it to make sense.
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PHOENIX LANDER

Having recognized and
identified water for splashing,
a round and moving (presumably) carousel, a billboard with
printing (with the number "5"
on it) and a moving train type
ride, lots of human figures
standing and moving about, I
think we can say, this is a place
for playing.
Dead planets have no place
for playing.
Ergo, Mars is not a dead
planet.
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Phoenix Lander has
serious LOCATION &
SCALING problems.
No way these photos
are at the North Pole-probably South Pole.
Also, presented to us
as a SQUARE, these
resolve and focus with
more like a 2-to-1
ratio, height to horizontal.
The effect is, foreground figures are
unfocused and background (focused)
figures are in the
distance.
In this photograph
we can see tiny human
figures moving about
in the distance, and in
the foreground, there
is pair of calm and
expressive eyes on a
face in which the
mouth is covered, as
in being gagged.
How odd that is.
But you will see,
society in the few
cultures we will be
permitted to view on
this planet, are very
veiled.
Mars Phoenix Lander June 2008, Photo No. 3126
Architecture. Can you see Mona Lisa and her smiling eyes?
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Another Mars sky photo, displayed at a national Conference.
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SATELLITE PHOTOS. -Mars is not all desert; there are some beautiful habitats there. However, what we get to see of
that planet, within the dictates of ET treaties and government policy, is only the worst of the worst.
Rovers ploughing around Ultreya Plateau (Spirit) and Victoria Crater (Opportunity) see some of the
poorest living habitats in the solar system, where in the people cover themselves enrobed and veiled in
black, where snakes reign free, where the only industry we the people are allowed to see is military
operations; the only roads, dirt roads; the only architecture, entrances to underground enclaves. This
photo sort of displays architecture all around the edges, by contrast.
Anyway, this is a satellite photograph which I have corrected for natural colors, despite the
prevailing belief that Mars is all red, which it is not.
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You know of
course that NASA
has claimed for
years that Mars
has a red/orange
sky so they used
reddish camera
filters to make the
Martian sky look
red.
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A ROVER PHOTO: Here we are: Pan Cam Sup Re SOL2239 taken by NASA Rover Opportunity:
a bluish sky with a LIT city in the background, but we have no name for either that City nor for the
Region or State within which it is situated. In other words, there is no way to find this city on Google
Mars, and NASA and US imperialism insist, there's nobody there.
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That northern floodplain stretches for miles and miles, and there are camouflaged settlements
scattered in among the land dunes, which flood and drain seasonally.

SOURCE FILE: MA090323.1825siteB99.244navcamCYPRbr.JPG
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MERIDIAN RIDGE photo by Rover Opportunity

Contrast is uneven due to sunset's shining in our eyes and placing the ground in shade. No way is
this area unpopulated. Right angles and architectural walls do not occur by themselves.

VICTORIA CRATER by ROVER OPPORTUNITY

Victoria Crater from Rover photos captured by "Mars Uncensored" at Facebook.
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There is a problem with human faces and figures on Mars; and this is due to the practice of sculpting
statues and monuments in all sizes, of human faces and figures. Up close and far away, with no
adjustable F-stop on the camera, it's impossible to estimate scale and/or distance. And that's just how it
is with these photographs. Rover's cameras were set for "infinite" distance, so all they capture in focus
is the texture of the ground, soil, rocks, etc.
Mars Rover Opportunity took this photo at Victoria Crater in 2007, but it is no longer available in
the database. The lady in the photo has a hairdo which we called "Gibson Girl" in the 1890s.

NASA file no. 1P26754214ESF90B0P2266L2M1.jpg
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Let's talk about why we can't see anything real in this Opportunity photo: it's one of two
tricks of photography in use here. The camera lens stop is set to "infinite," so all it looks at in the
first 90 feet of space is the texture of the grass growing. Never mind the people walking right up
to the camera, it doesn't see them. And then the photo was smushed vertically so everything
pancakes into flatness.

Ninety feet out
from the camera, some forms begin coming into focus; but as you can plainly see, the only
CLEAR images are at the extreme distance from the camera. So close up images pile on top of
the clear images, distort and detract from clarity you might have seen without such clutter. This
is how we get fooled into thinking we don't see anything because we cannot see anything clearly.
This lens phenomenon was explained to me in an article at Above Top Secret.com by a man who
understands optics better than I; and it makes perfect sense to me.
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NASA ROVER SOURCE FILE ::
1P246705436EFF8788P2385L5M1_L2L5L5L7L7.jpg
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Artificial lighting, in color, near Victoria Crater.. Shadows of faces.
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Shadows of Faces.

NASA ROVER SOURCE PHOTO : 1P243508221EFF86L0P2372L5M1_L2L5L5L7L7.png
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How could NASA miss seeing this woman in plain sight? She's falling over, carrying her baby.

How could NASA miss this winter festival near Victoria Crater?
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This is a topside Victoria Crater military base, and they captured war prisoners who were
part of the incursion photographed in SOL 009971, above, including a female officer. Her
mission involved rescue of Earthling scientists held at Ultreya's underground complex, on
the other side of the planet. The mission was doomed because its members came to the
wrong site. She died 8 months later or so, a prisoner-of-war, after nearly a year of torture in
captivity.
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This is the Victoria Crater region, ROVER SOL 009971.
On this particular day, the photo depicts an incursion into the Victoria Crater region by
"foreign troops" which follows the Cape Verde rockface collapse.
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SOURCE PHOTO:
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/press/opportunity/20070906a/site_B86_15_navcam_CYL_L.jpg
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Other digital image technicians also do the work of decoding NASA Rover photos, but
I don't see a signature on this piece of work, which highlights human figures present in
Rover Opportunity photos, during the spring thaw on the northern floodplain.
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This entrance to the underground enclave at the south end of the Victoria Crater shows
indications the Mars leadership has an active interest in military protection.
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DIGITAL IMAGING TRICKS

This dual-photo has had scaling errors applied (stretched vertically), false grey scale (all
NASA cameras are color), diminished contrast, plus a process called "occultation software"
applied to it. Occulting a photo rearranges pixels into the appearance of cartoon
characters.
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NASA's doctrine is that Mars is lifeless. That is the belief their photographs display,
whether or not you see this figure or that form or something else. Source photo:
1P215633866EFF76POP2415L5M1_L2L5L5L7L7.jpg
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Rover Opportunity photos show that Mars' rulership is not benign, by the way. Race wars
are present in photos; sacrifice (by gallows, snakes and burning) of dissidents and
unwanted children have shown up. So let's all stop dreaming about going there as a relief
from living here, because our form of consensual governance is maybe still possible.
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... from a subsequent Rover entry ... the outcome? The dead were left to dessicate in the open.
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Not a pretty sight.
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The Nov 11, 2007 War that followed.

SOURCE PHOTO : 1P246169413EFF8754P2379L5M1_L2L5L5L7L7.jpg WAR, 11/11/07!
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NASA ROVER SOURCE PHOTO : 2P248960984EFFAWJUP2550L5M1_L2L5L5L7L7.jpg
Slow as NASA says the Rover moves, it does unearth human remains along the way.
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How do we know there's a war against humans on Mars? These two photos say volumes.
1st Source photo: 1P248831113EFF8788P2629L5M1_L4L5L5L5L6.jpg

SOURCE: 040818.01-SSS01MosaicA223R1br2.jpg
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But life there is not all grim.
Swimming is a big deal where water is scarce.

... and housing is built in some places with roof cisterns. Naturally, buildings are
constructed of rocks and stones. What else?
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ARTIFACTS
From Victoria Crater, Cape Verde, a sculpted human form.

Another from the same place and photo:
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Here's a marker that the Rover Opportunity encountered.

And now we can move on to the East Hills and Ultreya Plateau.
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THE ULTREYA PLATEAU, HOMEPLATE & EAST HILLS
HUSBAND HILL According to Google

HUSBAND HILL According to NASA
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Husband Hill, NASA's version, is on the backside of the Ultreya Homeplate. Below to the
left of it is the Dam that controls water in this very dry area of the Southern Hemisphere.
ULTREYA HOMEPLATE, According to Google, is completely different location from
Ultreya Homeplate according to NASA. I have no answer to this discrepancy.
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This is Ultreya Homeplate according to NASA, with a road being built along side.
This region is the Ultreya Plateau, and that mountain contains an underground military
enclave which sends out spherical metal drones over the landscape.
Here below is a ghost of a Temple and some other structures; but on the opposite page, we see
"Homeplate" is the round disk surrounded by canopies and bermed structures, with three
entrances into the mountain on that side.
Notice how structures are roofed over to like sand and soil, to make this surface encampment
virtually indistinguishable from the land itself.
Two more entrances into the mountain are shown on the Husband Hill photo, behind the hill.
According to NASA/JPL, during spring thaw, the area around Homeplate fills with water and
people boat on it.
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Okay, let's look at another area the Rover regularly visits : East Hills 2002 and 2008. You
tell me. How did these development changes occur from 2002-2008 if there is NO LIFE there?
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This is the northside view of two entrances into the Ultreya Homeplate underground
enclave. Below and to the left is the Husband Hill dam project.
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SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
This piece of work was done by J.P. Skipper at MarsAnomalyResearch.com
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IS THERE STANDING WATER at all?
Here's a photo I acquired in January 2008, but it was on the Net with no source.

and one more from an anonymous
source.

So not everywhere is dry on Mars; and yes, I think those are people standing by the lake.
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WEST VALLEY.--Two Rovers of NASA regularly traverse Victoria Crater and Ultreya
Plateau--two areas separated by distance. Here's --WestValley -- the photo that jumpstarted my investigation into NASA's digital image processing. I question whether a lens
setting to "infinite" can result in a focused photograph, whether 72 pixels per inch is
sufficient to resolve details, why vertical-to-horizontal scales are not validated and set to
right.

So, you ask, why are there face-shadows in virtually all these photos? I believe it's due to
the camera's lens being set to infinite and not at any specific focal distance, much like an
old-fashioned Brownie Box camera. It just takes everything in at once; and in that way it
sort of "looks around" whoever's moving in the foreground. That's my theory about it.
What I notice about the people is that everybody wears a headpiece except condemned
prisoners. One's HAT places one in the social structure, apparently.
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Here IS Cahokia (as our people name it).

I see path markings and place to gather, okay, more like Afghanistan than Paris.
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i believe what we're looking at in this photo is a populated area with architecture, roads and
populace. NASA calls it Sheer, but I'm sure the people who live there have another name for it.
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MISCELLANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHS
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Sometimes photo investigators bring up controversial Google & NASA shots that display
complete novelty. Andrew Stec brought up this NASA photograph of vehicles.

And a Google controversy surrounded this view of what looks to be an urban area on Mars.
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Here's why I gave up on Google Mars after spending too much time trying to find anything that
made sense. I figured out, this is a stone temple. However, look to the right and you see a
CURTAIN drawn in front of the content detail. This sort of obfuscating strategy is why I have
mainly given up trying to find clarity or detail in Google views of Mars. It's 360 degree viewing
of that planet "is a mess" with curtains and over-lapping segments.
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Using enhanced hue saturation, what can we see that Google hides behind their curtain?
Plenty. Civil architecture and human life. It's about time this practice of concealment is halted.
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Next, NASA's plan to land the next Rover at Gale Crater: a mudhole.
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EPILOGUE
We the people must educate ourselves as to what is true, real, sacred and holy.
That's why we came here to physical 3D, for THE Experiences that Causes-andEffects convey to us cognitively, in skills, memories and wit.
If we are wise, we shall not accept confabulated and fabricated data from highminded bureaucrats, in the name of compartmentalisation, need-to-know and
confidentiality statutes.
If we are wise, we shall not accept the choosing process for political leaders that
leaves us all out of the loop entirely.
If we are wise, we shall get in touch with inter-dimensionality and the Great
Sovereign Mind of our Galaxy, YHVH, who wishes that we will accept a leading by
Life itself toward greater Truth and Good and not toward just more and greater
Deceit and Evil.
In some respect, He risks His Creation by leaving it in our human hands. Let's
not be stupid about it.

E. Elizabeth Windsor-Cragg
February 24, 2012
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